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HD 87271: A PULSATING CLASSICAL � BOOTIS STAR
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The � Bootis stars are a hemially peuliar subgroup of the A-type stars, haraterizedby de�ienies of Fe-peak elements, but having approximately solar abundanes of C, N, Oand S (e.g. Paunzen 1999 and referenes therein). There are two main ompeting theoriesattempting to explain this abundane pattern: a mass loss/di�usion theory (Mihaud& Charland 1986) and an aretion/di�usion theory (Venn & Lambert 1990). The �rsttheory would generate � Bootis stars only after about 109 yrs, whereas the seond one anyield � Bootis stars within a few� 106 yrs (Charbonneau 1993), although older � Bootisstars would be possible (f. Gray & Corbally 1998). Age determinations for � Bootis starsare therefore of interest. Pulsation information may thus help to disriminate betweenthese two theories. As many � Bootis stars are loated within the Æ Suti instability strip(at a few� 109 yrs) and do pulsate, this has been attempted by Paunzen et al. (1998). Inthis note we report the disovery of a new pulsating � Bootis star.Whilst searhing HIPPARCOS photometry (ESA 1997) for new  Doradus star an-didates (Handler 1999a), several possible new Æ Suti stars were set aside. One of themwas HD 87271, whih is a 7th magnitude equatorial star with an HD spetral lassi�a-tion of A0; no other lassi�ation was found in the literature. The standard deviationof the HIPPARCOS measurements of HD 87271 exeeds the mean of its formal errors(usually a very good estimate of the real auray of the data) by more than a fator of2 and the amplitude spetrum of these data (Fig. 1) is not onsistent with noise, but itis inonlusive otherwise.To shed more light on the nature of HD 87271, Str�omgren photometry was obtained(Handler 1999b). This showed the star to be loated in the Æ Suti instability strip, butit also revealed that HD 87271 is quite metal-poor. This prompted us to study the starin more detail.Two lassi�ation spetra of the star were taken with the Gray/Miller spetrograph onthe 0.8-m telesope of the Dark Sky Observatory (Appalahian State University) using a1024� 1024 Tektronis thinned, bak-illuminated CCD. The spetra were redued usingstandard methods under IRAF, and have S/N > 300. The �rst spetrum has a resolutionof 3.6 �A/2 pixels and a spetral range from 3800{5600 �A. The seond has a resolution
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Figure 1. Amplitude spetrum of the HIPPARCOS photometry of HD 87271. Æ Suti-type variabilityan be suspeted, but not proven.
of 1.8 �A/2 pixels and a spetral range from 3800{4600 �A. Both spetra yielded the samelassi�ation. HD 87271 appears to be a lassial � Bootis star, and may be one ofthe most extreme known. The hydrogen lines in HD 87271 are a good math to an A9dwarf, and are the best indiators of the e�etive temperature of the star. However, themetalli-line spetrum, inluding the K-line and the Mg II � 4481 line, is extremely weak,and roughly mathes an A0 star in strength (although not in morphology | the zero-voltlines are more dominant in HD 87271 whih is onsiderably ooler than the typial A0star). Thus, the spetral type is A9 kA0mA0 V � Boo (kA0 and mA0 would be thespetral types derived from the K-line and metal lines only, respetively). The spetrumof HD 87271 is shown in Fig. 2, in omparison with HR 4881, another extreme � Bootisstar.HD 87271 was tested for light variations. Di�erential photoeletri photometry wastaken with a single-hannel photometer (with a GaAs tube as the detetor) attahedthe 0.6-m telesope at Siding Spring Observatory, Australia. Two omparison stars, HD87178 (F6III) and HD 87423 (F5) were used in the observing sequene C1{V{C2{V{C1{V{C2. . . There is no evidene for variability of the two omparison stars, whose magnitudedi�erenes showed an rms satter of 3.5 mmag for the B �lter and 4.5 mmag for the V�lter per single measurement after the redutions, whih omprised dead time orretion,subtration of sky bakground and ompensation for extintion and transpareny hanges.The redued light urves of HD 87271 are shown in Fig. 3.It is quite lear that HD 87271 is a multiperiodi pulsator; the mean period in ourobservations is about 80 minutes. This is in good agreement with the time sales andsupposed omplexity of the light variations antiipated from the HIPPARCOS photome-try.Turning to a disussion of the physial properties of HD 87271, one an estimate ane�etive temperature of 7650� 150 K from the Str�omgren indies using the model atmo-sphere alibration by Kuruz (1991). This is onsistent with the A9 hydrogen-line spetraltype derived above. The HIPPARCOS parallax of the star yields an absolute magnitudeof Mv = 1:26 mag, whih is in agreement with the absolute magnitude estimated fromalibrations of Str�omgren photometry (Crawford 1979). We point out that the latter
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Figure 2. The lassi�ation spetrum of HD 87271 ompared with that of another extreme � Bootisstar, HR 4881.

Figure 3. Di�erential B (open irles) and V (�lled irles) �lter light urves of HD 87271. Thepresene of multiperiodi pulsations is quite obvious.
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and the e�etive temperature given above should be taken with aution, as the hemialpeuliarity of the star surely a�ets the results. Still, they are suÆient for our purposes.With this absolute magnitude and temperature, the evolutionary state of HD 87271is ambiguous, as it is lose to the TAMS. We annot say whether it is still on the mainsequene or already in the post-main sequene phase of evolution. By omparison withevolutionary traks (e.g. those plotted by Handler et al. 1997) we estimate the mass ofHD 87271 to be lose to 2.05 M�. This results in a pulsation \onstant" Q = 0:017 dfor an 80-minute period and indiates pulsation near the third radial overtone, whih isquite typial for a pulsating � Bootis star with physial parameters as inferred above (f.Paunzen et al. 1998).We onlude with the remark that HD 87271 is a highly interesting objet for furtherstudy. High-resolution spetra to perform an abundane analysis would be desirable andthe apparently rih pulsation spetrum oupled with rather high amplitudes would makea more detailed asteroseismologial study worthwhile.Aknowledgements: GH thanks Ernst Paunzen for omments on a draft version of thispaper.
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